Editorial
So there is no easy to say it so I will just come out with
it: in July this year my family and I will be moving to
America to be closer to her family. We both live
thousands of miles away from our homes (I come from
South Africa originally) and after a protracted discussion
we decided on the US of A.
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I will be handing in my notice at school for the end of
the school year and, well we are already mostly packed
up and just need to organise shipping of treasured
possessions (books mostly) and in July we will be
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What will I be doing over there?
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I hope to continue my career in Libraries as I have not
spent over half my life as a Librarian to just start doing
something else, plus I love the work. That being said… I
will not be precious about it and am fairly talented at a
few things so will turn my hand at anything that comes
my way!
If any American Library subscribers are looking at this I
would appreciate any advice on getting into Libraries
over there…

What does this mean for TeenLibrarian?
Well I plan to keep blogging about Libraries, Library
Services for young people and Books but this may take
on a more international flavour (I will refuse to drop my
‘u’s as that is just wrong), Teen Librarian Monthly may
take a brief hiatus during the move and getting settled
but I want disruption to be as minimal as possible.
If anyone is keen to submit articles for TLM and the blog
please do get in touch.
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Diversity and inclusion in children's books and libraries: a training and
discussion day jointly organised by Youth Libraries Group South-East
and South-West
Friday 8 June 2018, 10am - 3pm at The Curve, Slough
Join us for a day of training and discussion on the theme of diversity and inclusion in children's books
and libraries.
Objectives:





to increase understanding of issues around diversity and inclusion in children's books, and
why they matter
to consider how we, as library staff, can support and promote diversity and inclusion in
children's books and in our libraries
to showcase examples of diverse and inclusive children's books
to provide opportunities for discussion and sharing good practice

Confirmed speakers are:






Alexandra Strick - a specialist in the field of children's books and disability/diversity and a cofounder of Inclusive Minds.
Caroline Scott - one of the founders of EmpathyLab,
Anna McQuinn - author of the "Lulu" books and publisher at Alanna Books.
Chitra Soundar - children's author and storyteller. She is an active supporter of reading for
pleasure and inclusivity in publishing.
A F Harrold - Poet, Performer and Children’s Author.

At the end of the day, delegates have the opportunity to go on a tour of The Curve. Please let us
know when booking if you wish to go on the tour.
For full details and to book a place visit: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/DLLCHFV

Diversity in Libraries of the North
DILON is a friendly and active group made up of BME/POC/non-white library and information
professionals.

Manifesto







To advocate for diversity in libraries in the north of England;
To provide a safe space for minorities to discuss their experiences;
To advise conferences and events about diverse panels and speakers;
To showcase the work of our members;
To act without pretension or exclusion;
To encourage and support our members and the wider library community.

Membership
Membership is for POC/BME/non-white/ethnic people who work in a library or information
profession in the north of England. We have restricted our membership to provide a safe space for
discussion of experiences and our limited resources mean that we are currently focusing our effort
in the north.

Support is welcomed from allies from all backgrounds, in all library roles and in all locations. They
believe in intersectionality and support other minorities such as women and LGBTQ+ people.

Are you asking yourself “What can I do?”




If you identify as a POC, BME or non-white and work in a library or information role in the
north of England, please fill in the membership form and you will be added to the mailing
list. Members can write blog posts, attend meet-ups, plan events, speak at conferences and
share experiences.
If you do not meet the criteria for membership but would like to show your support, please
follow and engage with them on twitter @libdiverse, read their blog, recommend them,
attend their formal events and continue to educate yourself.

Anyone can send ideas, suggestions, comments and memes to libdiverse@gmail.com
https://libdiverse.wordpress.com

Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Awards Diversity Review
CILIP, the Library and Information Association, are conducting an independent Diversity Review of
the Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Awards after concerns were raised about the lack of BAME
representation on the 2017 Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Medal longlists which were published 16
February 2017. The review of the awards forms part of the organisation’s wider Equalities and
Diversity Action Plan.
The Diversity Review aims to provide recommendations about how diversity, inclusion and
representation can best be championed and embedded into the work of the Awards.
Margaret Casely-Hayford is working with CILIP in the role of independent Review Chair. The Review
will inform the annual evaluation process and long-term planning around the Awards and
accompanying shadowing scheme.
This survey forms part of the review’s consultation process and draws upon themes that emerged
from initial workshops with stakeholders held in the Summer and Autumn of 2017. The Review
continues into 2018 culminating in a final report to be published September 2018.
For more information and to participate in the review please follow this link:
https://coventry.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/cilip-ckg-survey

YLG London CILIP Kate Greenaway Discussion Evening
YLG London would like to invite you to jointhem for an informal evening of chat about the titles
shortlisted for the 2018 Kate Geenaway Medal and how they measure up against the criteria.
If you have copies of any or all of the books then please do bring them but don't worry too much if
you haven't. It doesn't even matter if there are some you haven't looked at yet, copies will be
available to view on the night.
We'll meet at the Riverside Café on level 2 of the Southbank Centre (Royal Festival Hall) at 6pm on
Wednesday 25th April.
RSVP to Caroline Fielding carolinesfielding@gmail.com so that we knows how big a space we need!

The books are:


King of the Sky illustrated by Laura Carlin and written by Nicola Davies (Walker Books)








Night Shift illustrated and written by Debi Gliori (Hot Key Books)
A First Book of Animals illustrated by Petr Horáček and written by Nicola Davies (Walker
Books)
The Song from Somewhere Else illustrated by Levi Pinfold and written by A.F. Harrold
(Bloomsbury)
Town is by the Sea illustrated by Sydney Smith and written by Joanne Schwartz (Walker
Books)
Thornhill illustrated and written by Pam Smy (David Fickling Books)
Under the Same Sky illustrated and written by Britta Teckentrup (Little Tiger)

Hope to see lots of you there, we're looking forward to some vigorous debate!

Developing Reading for Pleasure in your School
The Open University has developed the Research Rich Pedagogies website to share information on
the research they have been doing into creative pedagogies. One of the research streams is based
upon the OU/UKLA Teachers as Readers research project which, undertaken in 5 Local Authorities
across England, influenced both policy and practice and revealed key elements which enable
teachers to build interactive reading communities.
This has made for incredibly interesting reading, so if you are interested in developing reading for
pleasure in your school, you may wish to take a look at this site:
https://researchrichpedagogies.org/research/page/developing-reading-for-pleasure-in-your-school

The CILIP Carnegie Medal: is it time for a discussion about splitting the
medal?
When the short-list for the 81st CILIP Carnegie Medal was announced it started up the discussion
about splitting the Medal into a YA and younger fiction award due to a number of YA titles
containing unsuitable content for younger readers.
I set up a 24 hour poll on Twitter to gauge how people feel about the idea of splitting the medal.
I must admit that in past discussions with friends and colleagues the majority of people I have
spoken to have favoured the one medal for all approach as it is currently run. The results of the poll
surprised me, I honestly expected them to be more evenly matched.
To see the poll and to read the entire, fascinating conversation that it spawned follow this link:
https://twitter.com/mattlibrarian/status/974299924236914688
One of the major successes of the Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Awards has been the Shadowing
Scheme allowing thousands of students in schools across the country and the world to follow the
judging process, read along with the judges and have the opportunity to speak to members of the
judging panel about the judging process. This is one of the positive extras that the Medals offer; but
when younger readers are excluded due to the mature content of many of the short-listed titles it
starts becoming of limited value to primary schools and the lower years of senior school.
The Shadowing Scheme is not the main purpose of the awards nor is it to recognise an ideal book for
all readers. The Carnegie Medal is awarded annually to the writer of an outstanding book written in
English for children and young people. This most outstanding book is chosen through a rigorous
judging process and I do not want that to change.

However the strength of feeling engendered by the question among librarians, authors, publishers
and other interested parties plus the growing ease of identifying YA books and other children’s
books may make splitting the award less onerous than it may have been in the past.
Speaking personally, I am, at present, in favour of the one award for all but I am not against
participating in a discussion about the future of the awards and recognising outstanding works for
young people. Are new medals required to recognise age-specific books for young readers or will the
Carnegie (and possibly the Kate Greenaway) survive in multiple incarnations?
This decision is, fortunately, not one that I can make, the only people able to do that are CILIP and
the CKG Working Party who administer the medals.
One of the strengths of the Awards is that the decision-makers do listen to outside voices, and if the
suggestions made have merit then changes are effected to make them more inclusive, relevant and
open.
As I stated in my initial tweet, the poll was informal, but the message it sends is that perhaps it is
time to revisit to conversation about splitting the medals, as the voices of dissent are only going to
get louder and if not a split then maybe critics will be more understanding if they have a greater
understanding of the purpose of the Medal and how the whole process works.

Posters
The cover of this month’s issue of TLM is a poem that I co-wrote on twitter with Eve Ainsworth &
John Dougherty, it can be downloaded here:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/03/21/libraries-need-librarians-a-poem/
Librarians are Ninja Poster:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/03/20/poster-librariansareninja/
Exams are Coming:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/03/19/poster-exams-are-coming/
Curt Cobain on Reading Poster:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/04/05/kurt-cobain-poster-on-reading/
What you NEED is a Library! Poster:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/03/21/poster-all-you-want-is-the-internet/
These posters can be viewed on the last page of this issue of TLM.

